On the ROAD
Innovative traction motors for electric buses
INNOVATIVE. INDEPENDENT. IMPASSIONED.
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On the ROAD
Innovative traction motors for electric buses
The future is electric mobility - with Traktionssysteme Austria

We are at the beginning of a new, multimobile age. While
there are many reasons for this development, certain trends
which will fundamentally and permanently change our
society in the years to come – such as demographic change
or increasing urbanization – have already become apparent.
Rapid urbanization poses a major challenge to transport
infrastructure due to increased mobility needs.
Issues such as emissions, congestion and the related
reduction of the urban footprint in city traffic will have an even
greater impact on our everyday lives in the future. According to
the United Nations, the world population is projected to reach
more than nine billion in 2050, with two-thirds of them living
in cities. Urbanity will thus become a new way of living and
thinking that will affect all areas of life – especially mobility.
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Mobility means movement, change and the ability to
adapt, both individually and as a society. As the desire for
change grows, so does the search for ways to implement
mobility needs and requests in a sustainable, economic and
convenient way, as well as converting modes of transport
accordingly. At Traktionssysteme Austria, these changes
create new opportunities for us, which we would like to further
develop with our now expanded ROAD market segment. By
providing our customers with reliable urban mobility solutions
for electric buses, we are making a valuable contribution to
the urban, post-fossil fuel mobility of tomorrow.
Innovative, independent and impassioned.

Electric mobility is our business. And our passion.

We are no newcomers to this business. We have been moving
millions of people around the world for over 60 years. Our years
of experience allow us to guarantee the best solutions: Since
2008, we have built more than 1,500 motors for electric buses.
As an independent manufacturer of electromechanical drives for
rail and road transport vehicles, we know how electric mobility
works. From Moscow to Manila, from the Polar Circle to the
equator – our motors operate in all climate conditions, adapted
to the respective field of application.

We also know what it means to be part of the electric drive
system: We’re accustomed to teaming up with external partners
and using our experience skillfully to integrate our solutions into
all essential interfaces. We always optimize our motors with
regard to efficiency, performance and installation space in order
to ensure the greatest possible range for our customers and
passengers.
As a technology leader, we are the ideal partner for bus operators
and manufacturers worldwide. With our solutions,we’re not only
modernizing electric mobility, we’re also making it more reliable,
more efficient and more powerful. Our Long-Life Value Service
makes these solutions available at all times.
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Motor technology
How to choose the suitable
traction motor?
Three phase motors have been state-of-the-art in traction applications since the evolution of power electronics. Power converters
enable their high dynamic control. The key aspects of their establishment are the high power density, high efficiency and the
less necessity of maintenance. The asynchronous machine (also known as induction machine) is the prevalent machine type
nowadays. In the recent years, permanent magnet synchronous machines are becoming a more and more popular alternative
because of their higher efficiency in special operating areas.

Basic aspects for traction motor selection

Available space:
As space usually is strictly limited in traction applications, this
aspect is most important to check feasibility of a propulsion
design. The required size of any electric motor is mainly defined
by the required torque and less by power. This also explains
the use of a transmission, which helps to reduce motor torque
by increasing the speed.

Common operating scenarios:
Torque and power values in motor datasheets are basically
given without considering thermal limits. Time limitations have
to be assessed separately, in order to compare different motors
and to prevent overheating. One exception are operating
points labeled with “S1”, which usually is also the nominal or
rated point. S1 operation means that this point can be driven
continuously if the specified cooling is ensured.

B
 asic properties of asynchronous and permanent magnet
synchronous machines

Asynchronous machines (ASM)
Asynchronous machines with a short-circuit rotor cage
(“squirrel cage”) are most common and offer a rugged design,
which needs hardly any maintenance, except for the bearings.
A converter and a cooling device are needed for operation, and –
if desired – speed and temperature sensors are recommended.

Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM)
Permanent magnets create the motor’s magnetic field of a
PMSM. Efficiency values above 97% and beyond are achievable
in particular at low speed or utilization of full torque capability.
Efficiency at higher speeds and part-load are reduced due to
drag-losses, caused by the permanent magnetic field.

The traction converter can change the magnetic field inside the
motor in order to ensure optimum efficiency under all operating
conditions. Two (or even more) motors can be connected
directly in parallel to one converter without additional measures.
With decent (air or liquid) cooling and an appropriate converter,
an efficiency of 96% and beyond is achievable.

Motor control requires the knowledge of the actual rotor
position which is generally detected with a rotational encoder.
Each PMSM of a vehicle requires a separate converter. This is
obviously no limitation for buses using only one (central) motor.
Bearings replacement can be complicated due to high magnetic
forces. Usually, an encapsulated design is required to avoid the
accumulation of iron dust inside the motor.

Principle design of an ASM

Principle design of a PMSM

Cooling concept:
Torque and power density are very high in modern traction
motors, therefore a proper cooling concept is crucial to avoid
overheating during operation. Liquid cooling or forced air
ventilation using an external blower unit are most common.
Motors with self-ventilated air cooling use a fan directly
attached to the shaft. This implies poor cooling for stop-andgo bus applications.

Voltage and current:
At the concept stage of a new propulsion design, the general
voltage level is of minor importance, as the motor can be
adapted by changing the electrical winding accordingly.
However, knowing the motor voltage is helpful for current
calculation, which will have a considerable impact on the
converter selection. If it is intended for battery operation, the
influence of available voltage with an empty battery should be
taken into account.

ASM versus PMSM comparison

A general statement, which motor type is preferable, depends on the specific application and the related converter. To ensure a fair
comparison, it is usually necessary to draft an overall system design for both models, including converter, transmission and cooling
device, and to consider various application scenarios.

ASM

PMSM

forced air ventilation preferred
liquid cooling possible

encapsulation mandatory
liquid cooling preferred

efficiency @ full load

good

very good

efficiency @ part-load

good

medium / good

maintenance

easy

medium

parallel operation
at one converter

yes

no

machine control

easy

medium

required sensors

speed sensor

rotor position encoder

cooling concept
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Our cooling concepts:
as individual as our customers

Traction motor
Type designation system

Since traction motors offer extremely high power and torque density (compared to classic industrial machines),
cooling plays a key role in keeping machine temperatures low and ensuring a long lifetime.

T MF

TMPW: Liquid cooling
The machines are totally encapsulated and are cooled by
a water jacket, located on the stator outer surface. The

Pros:

TSA’s type designation is set up to easily recognize the main features of an electric machine.
It is not a unique identification number, therefore machines with different designs (e.g. different
windings or different mechanical interfaces) can have the same type number.

1

2

3

4

5

6

•	Noise level kept at an absolute minimum

coolant is usually a mixture of water and antifreeze. The

(no fan)

machines may be equipped with an additional inner air

•	Cooling continues even at standstill.

circuit to provide rotor cooling.

•	No intrustion of dirt or water

1

•	Low maintenance

Header
T

Liquid cooling is also common for induction machines
(TMW).

32 - 27 - 8

Traction

Cons:
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Machine Type (1 or 2 letters)
M
MP

Asynchronous motor (induction machine)
Permanent magnet motor

•	Additional installations for cooling circuit
required (pipes, pumps, heat exchanger)

Cooling concept

•	Limited power density due to low rotor
cooling

TMF: Air-cooled, open design, forced ventilation
Airflow is provided by an external blower, usually situated
inside the vehicle, and guided to the traction motor via air

Pros:
•	Highest possible airflow and direct cooling to

ducts. The cooling air enters the interior of the machine,

allow maximum power density

directly cools the winding overhang, then conducts through

• Cooling is independent of actual motor speed,

axial holes in the stator and rotor’s iron core to the other

hence, airflow can be controlled depending on

side, cools the winding overhang again, and finally leaves

actual motor temperature.
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E

Air-cooled, open design, self-ventilated

F

Air-cooled, open design, forced ventilation

W

Liquid cooling, encapsulated design

Iron core length

Axial length of the iron core (laminations), i.e. of the magnetically
active part, in cm, rounded.
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Diameter

Effective magnetic diameter of the stator iron core in cm, rounded.
The actual physical diameter of the stator may be larger. An additional
letter may be added to distinguish different sheet designs.
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Number of magnetic poles

Number of magnetic poles

the machine through a grid.
Forced ventilation is mandatory for air-cooled applications
with low operating speed.

Cons:
• External blower required
• Air ducts need additional space.

TME: Air-cooled, open design, self-ventilated
Airflow is generated by a fan directly attached to the motor‘s
shaft. The cooling air enters the interior of the machine

Pros:
• Simplest and cheapest cooling concept,

through coarse metal-sheet filters, is drawn over winding

no additional installations required

overhang and through stator and rotor holes (similar to the

• Direct cooling of windings and rotor

forced ventilation concept), passes the fan and leaves the
machine in radial direction.

Cons:

The electric central drive –
your benefits
• Proven concept with TSA’s experience of more than
1,500 motors on the road
• Cost efficient – for single buses only one electric motor
per vehicle is required
• Simple electrification of existing vehicle models – without
major changes to the chassis, axles, statics or differential

• Rugged design with hardly any maintenance
(except for the bearings)
• Easy exchange of the motor - constant availability
of the vehicle
• The simple mechanical and electrical traction system
promise highest resale value of your bus.

• Due to fan noise, maximum motor speed is
limited.
• Poor cooling at standstill or low speed
•	Intrusion of water and dust
• Metal filters require maintenance (cleaning).
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Permanent-magnet motor

Permanent-magnet motor

TMPW 32-27-8

TMPW 38-26-8

534

eBus Motor High Torque (symbolic image)

481

eBus Motor High Performance (symbolic image)

430

713

ID: TSA018136R1
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666

524

ID: TSA020518R1

P

160

kW

n

2400

U

P

160

kW

min

n

1500

265

kg

U

2250

Nm

Pmax

260

kW

min

nmax

5400

447

V

m

I

235

A

Mstart

f

160

Hz

Liquid cooled, IP6k9k

Q

25

l / min

-1

-1

Pmax

300

kW

min

nmax

3800

min-1

447

V

m

300

kg

I

241

A

Mstart

3100

Nm

f

100

Hz

Liquid cooled, IP6k9k

Q

25

l / min

-1
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Asynchronous motor

Asynchronous motor

TMF 37-21-4

TMF 35-44-4

Kiepe Electric Trolleybus Van Hool for Linz Linien

530

362

TSA Motor for Trolley, Hybrid and Electric buses

952

706

382

ID: TSA014753R1
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ID: TSA002027R1

P

160

kW

Pmax

180

kW

n

2046

min-1

nmax

4800

min-1

U

460

V

m

305

kg

I

246

A

Mstart

1342

Nm

f

70

Hz

Q

0,4

m3 / s

Air-cooled, forced ventilation,
open design

Δp

570

515

Pa

Version 1)

Version 2)

P

160

kW

240

kW

Pmax

300

kW

n

1477

min-1

1755

min-1

nmax

4466

min-1

U

420

V

504

V

m

480

kg

I

269

A

337

A

Mstart

1401

Nm

f

50

Hz

60

Hz

Q

0,17

m /s

0,4

m /s

Δp

400

Pa

900

Pa

3

3

Air-cooled, forced ventilation,
open design
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Asynchronous motor

Asynchronous motor

TMF 35-28-4

TME 43-33-6

Solaris Trollino Metrostyle for Salzburg and Eberswalde

792

515

977

ID: TSA004482R1

625

ID: TSA007400R1

Version 1)

Version 2)

P

120

kW

160

kW

Pmax

190

kW

n

1705

min-1

1690

min-1

nmax

3347

min-1

U

460

V

460

V

m

350

kg

I

186

A

244

A

Mstart

1341

Nm

f

58

Hz

58

Hz

Q

0,25

m /s

0,4

m /s

Δp

360

Pa

775

Pa

12

626

362

TSA Motor for Trolley, Hybrid and Electric buses

3

3

P

250

kW

n

1376

U

Pmax

300

kW

min

nmax

2599

min-1

425

V

m

650

kg

I

428

A

Mstart

2800

Nm

f

70

Hz

Air-cooled, self-ventilated, open design

-1

Air-cooled, forced ventilation,
open design
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Best service
for guaranteed value
preservation

Your contact to a consistent
technological advantage
We look forward to supporting and assisting you. Don’t hesitate to contact us!

Management

Service & Repair

There are many maintenance and repair providers - but only
TSA‘s Long-Life Value Service offers numerous advantages
that guarantee value retention. We are rethinking service.
While others repair, we value comprehensive support for our
customers. By upgrading our products and ensuring that all
services are precisely tailored to the needs of our partners, we
are able to guarantee state-of-the-art technology.

With our three pillars of advantage, we demonstrate our
understanding of quality:
• Exchange motor availability
• Comprehensive functional and series tests
• Original manufacturer warranties

What should the goal of service be? Complete satisfaction.

Günter Eichhübl

Robert Tencl

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Executive Officer

+43 (0)2236 8118 - 236
guenter.eichhuebl@tsa.at

+43 (0)2236 8118 - 202
robert.tencl@tsa.at

Sales
Florian Demmelmayr

Herbert Schröder

Head of Technical Sales, Road

Technical Expert and Quality Manager, Road

+43 (0)2236 8118 - 259
florian.demmelmayr@tsa.at

+43 (0)2236 8118 - 295
herbert.schroeder@tsa.at

We have made it our mission to contribute to the success of our customers with our products and solutions. We know which
technologies are up-to-date and which requirements will have to be taken into account tomorrow. Thanks to our decades of
experience, we are able to evaluate the characteristics of an electric motor in great detail. TSA‘s Long-Life Value Service is based on
the following aspects:
• Flexibility: Our Long-Life Value Service takes your individual
needs and requirements into account and always keeps an
eye on costs.
• Communication: A contact person is available for all your
inquiries at any time.
• Expertise: Our employees will take care of your concerns
with first-class technical expertise - simply and quickly.

• International presence: With a global network of service
partners and our own mobile services, we ensure that you’ll
always receive TSA quality exactly where you need it: at your
site.
• Efficiency: We’ll improve your profitability. We provide you
with support throughout the entire lifecycle of the product
and thus help you to save time and money.

With TSA‘s Long-Life Value Service, your processes are well-equipped for today‘s challenges as well as tomorrow‘s opportunities.
As experienced experts, we provide you with support throughout the entire lifecycle of the product and know exactly how we can
best contribute to the success of your project in every phase. Safety and efficiency are our top priorities, but our solutions and offers
also contribute to securing the value of your drive.
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Traktionssysteme Austria GmbH
Brown-Boveri-Str. 1
2351 Wiener Neudorf, Austria
+43 (0)2236 8118-0
office@tsa.at
TSA - Traktionssysteme Austria
Traktionssysteme Austria

www.tsa.at
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